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here is a brief moment in time 
when a tomato is just what a tomato 
should be. Its elements conspire 
to produce a remarkable thing, a 
precise cocktail of acids, sugars, 

color, and !avor designed to do nothing but please us, 
so that we want only to cherish the beautiful fruit in our 
hands and spread its seeds around and make as many 
more delicious tomatoes as possible. 

To get our attention, a growing tomato will !ip on 
a series of genetic switches. It will take on a shape and 
color that make it impossible for us clumsy mammals to 
miss it; it will hold on to just enough water to keep itself 
supple and juicy, begging to be devoured. And then it 
will shrivel up and die.

It’s a horror, one that generations of farmers and 
botanists have been "ghting for centuries. Recent 

gimmicks have included gassing pre-ripe, rock-hard 
winter tomatoes with ethylene to turn them pink, a ploy 
that works "ne for tomato optics but doesn’t do much 
else. We put the results in salad bars, but they still taste 
like wet shoes.

n your short life there will be a moment when 
you too are at your best. Perhaps it’s already come 
and gone; maybe it will begin tomorrow. When it 

happens, everything in the world will seem glorious, or 
it won’t—either way, it will soon be over. It’s a gloomy 
prospect, and David Chang is worried about it. 

“The point where you’re at the best—physically or 
mentally at the peak of your powers—can’t be maintained 
forever, no matter what it is you do,” Chang says. Seven 
years into his Momofuku empire, with international 

“Good times never seem so good. I’ve been 
inclined to believe they never would.”

Neil Diamond
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outposts on the horizon, the 
conquering young chef has become 
preoccupied with the promise of his 
own rot. 

Thirty-four years old seems 
a bit young to worry that you’re 
overripe, but for a creative 
professional, it’s not a totally 
unfounded fear. In !""#, when 

Rolling Stone (with the help of a 
panel of experts, including Fats 
Domino and Britney Spears) 
named the ten greatest albums of 
all time, all but one were released 
by songwriters between the ages of 
twenty-three and twenty-nine. The 
lone exception, What’s Going On, 
came out when Marvin Gaye was 
thirty-two.

Chang thinks of such windows 
for peak achievement as human 
“sweet spots”—his belief in such 
an interval was the inspiration for 
this issue. (Originally he proposed 
a somewhat bleaker Lucky Peach 
focused on the links between 
manic depression and culinary 
creativity, like Touched with Fire for 
the kitchen. Ramen edged that idea 
out as the inaugural theme instead, 
and from there the magazine made 
its way to the ripeness-obsessed 

compendium that is Lucky Peach 
no. !.) 

Whether he’s overshot his own 
summit or not, Chang’s worries 
speak to a larger truth. All of us 
want to hold on to our sweetest 
moments. This is why good 
wedding photographers are in high 
demand; they permit us the luxury 

of preserving our $nest, heart-
swelling memories. But even as we 
reminisce, some of us can’t help but 
fear that the way we felt then, the 
intensity with which we loved and 
lived, is never coming back. 

We like to think that our 
heroes are beyond such grinding 
doubt. If anything, though, 
society’s famously high performers 
may be the most susceptible 
to crippling recrimination. As 
the media builds them up, it 
simultaneously anticipates their 
fall. Celebrating early genius can 
sometimes feel like a prelude to 
condemning premature failure. 

This is a magazine about food, 
and this issue is about eating certain 
things at just the right moment. 
This article is ostensibly about 
about the ways chefs reach their 
own perfect moments. But there 

is one critical, if painfully obvious, 
distinction between the pinnacle 
of a food—our tomato, say—and 
that of the chef who prepares it: the 
tomato doesn’t think about when 
it has achieved its $nest hour. The 
chef, on the other hand, asks: Have 
I arrived? Is it over? Or is the best 
yet to come? These questions are 
the foundation of self-conscious 
art—they’re the reason mid-career 
writers like to write about writers’ 
block, and our great artists still do 
some of their deepest digging in 
self-portraits. There’s no escaping 
the fact that, even if you’re 
Rembrandt, you will do your best 
work just once. 

n their own ways, every 
calling probably has it the 
hardest. But chefs, for their 

part, work within a particularly 
tight—but ever-shifting—set of 
parameters. Every night, their work 
has to leave their hands and succeed 
in someone else’s mouth. And by 
and large, we’ll only stand for so 
much creative experimentation with 
our dinner. 

Chang’s ascent is a well-told 
story. A few years ago, a New 
Yorker pro$le helped launch him 
into the pantheon of national 
foodie stardom; one of the weird 
cultural phenomena of the last 
decade is how all of a sudden we’ve 
reinvented the chef as a new kind 
of idol. (As any episode of Iron Chef 
can attest, this isn’t just hype. The 
job calls upon an extraordinary 
range of skills, not least of which 
is an ability to conduct an ad-hoc 

The tomato doesn’t know when it has 
achieved its finest hour. The chef, on 
the other hand, asks: Have I arrived? Am 
I fucked? Or is the best yet to come? 

moving symphony that looks a 
lot like chaos.) The pro$le caught 
Chang in the frenetic days before 
he opened Momofuku Ko: he was 
on edge (the New Yorker headline 
was “Chef on the Edge”), prone to 
$ts of rage, and, as far as the media 
was concerned, poised to achieve 
his creative height. 

Ko’s opening, a few weeks 
after the time period covered by 
the pro$le, was a huge success. In 
his New York Times review, Frank 
Bruni quasi-complained that Chang 
had been “celebrated to the point 
of dei$cation,” and then promptly 
piled on further praise. 

For Chang, it was a heady and 
ultimately unsustainable time. 
“My body started to break down, 
literally,” Chang says. “It’s taxing 
on the brain and the soul. You can’t 
keep that energy up forever.” 

At some point after he opened 
Ko, something in him changed. 
“There’s no way I could do what I 
did in the past,” he says now. He 
doesn’t even remember how it 
all happened. “Certain ideas and 
recipes,” he says, “they just popped 
out of thin air.”

Six months after its debut, Ko 
received two Michelin stars. In the 
years since, the stars have stayed, 
but Chang has increasingly asked 
himself: is the kind of inspiration 
that let him earn them gone for 
good? Or is there a way to bring it 
back? 

aurent Gras has been 
through these same peaks 
and valleys half a dozen 

times; at this point, he’s earned 
enough accolades and Michelin 
stars to stu% a Christmas 
goose. But when the forty-$ve-
year-old chef looks back on a 
quarter century in some of the 
world’s premier kitchens, he can 
pinpoint a precise sweet spot: 
Paris, &''(. 

Gras was working as 
chef de cuisine under Alain 
Ducasse at Ducasse’s eponymous 
restaurant in the Le Parc Hotel, 
on rue Raymond Poincaré. 
Ducasse had just inherited the 
showcase property from a freshly 
retired Joël Robuchon, and he had 
before him a nearly impossible 
challenge: renew the three 
Michelin stars at the Hotel du Parc 
while simultaneously retaining the 
superlative rating at Louis XV, his 
lavish Monte Carlo )agship.

It smacked of overreach; the 
critics were incredulous and the 
haters were salivating. But seven 
months after Ducasse and Gras 
opened in Paris, Michelin bestowed 
its coveted three stars, and Ducasse 
became the $rst chef in history with 
six Michelin stars to his name. Gras 
remembers it as the most ful$lling 
time of his career.

In &''*, though, Gras set 
o% on his own. He landed as 
executive chef at Peacock Alley, 
in New York’s Waldorf-Astoria; 
Ruth Reichl, then the Times’s 
critic, wrote a review that made it 
seem as if before he arrived, New 
Yorkers had been eating hunks of 
charred meat o% the city streets. 
Gras had created a restaurant so 
sophisticated and re$ned, she 

wrote, that its like was “almost 
unknown in New York.” 

Peacock Alley closed on 
September !", !""&; in the wake 
of the World Trade Center attacks, 
the Waldorf-Astoria decided that 
the restaurant was unsupportable. 
Gras, in response, opted to head 
west, to San Francisco’s Fifth Floor. 
A year into that gig, Food & Wine 
named him one of their Best New 
Chefs, and San Francisco magazine 
crowned the newcomer their Chef 
of the Year. 

A few years later, he pulled up 
stakes again, rebounding brie)y to 
New York and then turning up in 
Chicago. By then he was over forty; 
it was time for him, by American 
celebrity-chef standards, to write 
a few easy cookbooks (Salads of 
the Riviera, maybe) and parlay his 
success into a TV show. But Gras 
committed himself wholly to L!O, 
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an improbable Midwestern seafood 
temple, and the result was another 
sensation. In November !"#", 
Michelin bestowed its highest 
honor on the restaurant—the $rst 
three stars that Gras had earned 
under his own name. The next day, 
he quit. 

Now he’s back in New York 
again, planning yet another new 
endeavor. If the man’s sweet spot 
is behind him, he doesn’t show 
it: delivering the commencement 
address to the %edgling chefs at 
the Culinary Institute of America’s 
graduation ceremonies this past 
March, Gras was irrepressible, 
insisting that “You will $nd a lot of 
opportunities. If you capitalize on 
your opportunities, you will $nd 
success.” Paris may provide the 
heart-swelling memories, but he 
refuses to get mired in his past. 

e can speculate 
about why Gras left 
Chicago. Maybe 

it was just that he’d done it; 
he’d gotten his three stars. In 
Chicago, there was nothing 
left to prove. There was also 
something like a falling-out 
with L!"’s owner/partner, 
Rich Melman, who became 
obsessed with bringing in 
“a guy who makes the best 
shabu-shabu.” (A defensive 
Melman told the Chicago 
Tribune that “This was 
nothing about the quality of 
the food; it was about [Gras] 

becoming a better-quality 
human being.”) What’s harder to 

$gure out is why Gras believes that 
the sweet spot of his entire career 
was Paris #&&' and not Chicago 
!"#".

He calls Chicago his “high,” 
but maybe a career high doesn’t 
always taste sweet. If you ask 
Chang, a professional peak can, in 
fact, be downright painful. “It was 
a struggle,” he says of opening Ko. 
“It’s a place in my life I hope I never 
have to visit again.” 

When Gras talks about Paris, 
it’s clear that part of what made it 
so special was that he was working 
alongside Ducasse. He was making 
legends with a legend. “The sweet 
spot needs to be a combination of 
things,” he says. “Relationships 
with people, your physical level, the 
speed of the emotions. Everything 
combines to make you feel like you 
can crush the world.” 

hen Rebecca Rusch 
talks about her world-
crushing successes, she 

doesn’t actually talk very much about 
herself. In the sixteen years before 
!"#", only one woman $nished 
under the eight-hour mark at the 
Leadville #"" (and even then by only 
sixty-eight seconds). At the premier 
mountain-biking race in America, 
it had become an established 
barrier. But a year after Rusch 
smashed through it by more than 
twelve minutes, three more women 
followed. She may have done the 
initial shattering, but she talks about 
it as a shared success. “I’ve paved the 
way for women to realize that they 
can go faster,” she says. 

Six years ago, Rusch thought her 
days as a professional athlete were 
numbered. She had just been let go 
from Team Montrail, her longtime 
adventure-racing sponsor.#* It had 
been a good ride for Rusch, one that 
had taken her to Madagascar and 
beyond, but at thirty-eight years old 
she was out of a job. 

She had hit the wall that 
all aging athletes hit, and she 
started thinking about living a 
less vigorous life, about a “normal 
job in the outdoor industry.” As 
she reformatted her resume and 
pondered sedentary days, the one 
thing that didn’t occur to her was 
starting over as some other sort of 

(. You may not be familiar with adventure racing, the 
sport that dropped highly tuned athletes into far-
%ung jungles and made them navigate their way out 
over treacherous terrain, pushing them to perform 
for days on end with little food or sleep. Nowadays, 
those competitions have more or less collapsed, cast 
aside as Survivor knocko)s.

endurance athlete. 
“I didn’t think it was an option,” 

she says. 
But Rusch gave ultra-long-

distance mountain biking a shot 
anyway—and almost immediately 
found herself at the top of the sport. 
In !""', the same year she wound 
down her orienteering career with 
a national championship in a 
twenty-four-hour competition, she 
won a twenty-four-hour mountain-
biking competition, as well. In 
the years after that, she racked up 
more victories, including a record-
smashing threepeat at the Leadville 
race, a punishing hundred-mile 
ordeal held each summer along 
the vertiginous trails and dirt roads 
above Leadville, Colorado. It’s one 
of the oldest and most prestigious 
mountain-bike races in the world, 
and for good reason: two laps on a 
$fty-mile loop tally a savage fourteen 
thousand vertical feet in uphill 
pedaling, and the whole route never 
dips below the oxygen-thin air above 
ten thousand feet. Lance Armstrong 
won the Leadville in !""&, but 
backed out of this year’s race. “I’m 
too old,” he said. 

Rusch had a bad summer 
leading up to her latest Leadville 
victory. A few weeks earlier, in a 
forty-$ve-mile tune-up race held 
north of her home in Ketchum, 
Idaho, she $nished a distant 
third, her worst performance 
since taking up the sport. As 
Leadville neared, she started 
to wonder if her lack of formal 
training had $nally caught 
up to her. (In !""&, Bicycling 
magazine ran a story about 

Rusch’s lack of proper technique 
under the headline “Winning 
Ugly.”) 

Instead of trying to rethink her 
technique, though, she listened to 
her coach, who instructed her to 
follow a counterintuitive, recovery-
focused training plan, and relaxed. 
“I slept a ton, trained at altitude, ate 
really well, tinkered with my bike, 
and just decompressed,” Rusch 
says.

On race day, she was “strangely 
calm.” Maybe too calm; at mile 
thirty, she was in $fth place and 
trailing familiar competitors by 
twenty minutes. But Rusch’s coach, 
fellow endurance athlete Matthew 
Weatherly White, had anticipated 
this. He knew the other women 
would go out too hot and burn up. 
Rusch’s strategy was to wait for 
the big climb, the highest, longest, 
hardest, and most brutal section. 
That’s where White had told her to 

“open the throttle.” 
She stuck to the plan, and 

this August, the forty-three-year-
old asthmatic—oh yeah: she was 
diagnosed with adult-onset asthma 
in her early thirties—won again. 

I called up Per Lundstam, a 
“high-performance manager” at 
Red Bull North America in Santa 
Monica and one of Rush’s personal 
technicians. Lundstam knows more 
than almost anyone else about 
Rusch’s physiology; he’s the one 
who hooks her up to tubes and 
sensors and occasionally stu)s 
her into an airtight chamber that 
measures her body’s performance 
potential. I asked him: Is Rusch 
made up of the same stu) as the 
rest of us? Or is she part cyborg? 

 Lundstam tells me that Rusch 
is as human as he and I are—and 
that she’s actually going to keep 
getting better. In his labs, he tests 
Rusch for body composition, 
muscle structure, movement 
inhibition, and the endurance-
critical VO! exchange, which 
measures the e*ciency of an 
athlete’s oxygen-combustion engine. 
VO! measurements provide a 
wide range of hyper-detailed data, 

right down to cellular functions 
like the rate of mitochondrial 
metabolism; according to his 
readings, Lundstam believes 
that Rusch hasn’t reached 
her physical limit. Rusch says 
he’s told her that, “We can get 
more out of you.”

When I’d asked Rusch 
where she felt she was, 
performance-wise, she’d said, 
“I feel like I’m at my peak now, 
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or still moving toward it.” Re!ecting 
on her pre-Leadville hiccups, she 
told me, “Almost without fail I’ll 
go pre-ride a course and at certain 
spots be brought to tears. I think, ‘I 
can’t ride this, it’s too hard, I suck, 
I’m a bad mountain biker, it’s too 
technical, I can’t do this section, 
what am I doing?’ But come race 
day, the gun goes o" and I’ll !oat 
through those sections and not even 
remember that they were hard.”

Even so, her #$%% sixteen-
minute speed-up at this year’s race 
surprised her as much as anyone. 
“Each year I go as fast as I can 
possibly go,” Rusch says. “I can’t go 
any faster.”

But then, year after year, she 
does. 

usch is an anomaly, one of 
the lucky ones who thought 
her sweet spot was over and 

done with, only to &nd it waiting 
for her improbably late in life. For 
every one like her, there are 
ninety-nine others who hit 
the wall and don’t get 
up again. 

“I hit my peak 
at twenty-eight or 
twenty-nine,” says 
Tiki Barber. “Now 
I’m trying to 

hit it again at thirty-six.” The former 
New York Giants running back—and 
the franchise’s all-time leader in both 
rushing and receptions—retired in 
#$$', at age thirty-one. (He turned 
in the best single-game performance 
of his career late that season, with 
a team-record rushing total of #() 
yards.) Barber then spent a few 
years testing out various o"-the-&eld 
skills, namely as on-camera talent 
with The Today Show and Sunday 
Night Football, where he su"ered 
the ignominy of covering his own 
former squad as they nabbed a 
shocking Super Bowl win just one 
year after he retired. 

Three years after that, Barber 
realized that he still loved the game. 
He loved it so much, in fact, that 
he wanted back in. But in the NFL, 
running backs don’t come out of 
retirement.

“It’s an old, long-held cliché 
that will never change in people’s 
minds: in football, once you 
hit a certain age, you can’t do it 
anymore,” Barber says. “Whether 
that’s true or not, it persists.”

Barber spent much of #$%% 
training, in his infamously 
rigorous manner, to shatter those 
preconceptions. He saw hope in 
other veterans. “You get guys that 
defy it, like Brett Favre or Emmitt 
Smith,” Barber says. “People forget 
that Smith played until he was 
thirty-&ve, thirty-six years old. He 
played forever.” 

This fall, though, Barber 
learned &rsthand just how 
unmoving assumptions about 
age and skill can be. In early 
September, his agent announced 
that none of the NFL’s thirty-two 
teams had expressed interest in 
signing a thirty-six-year-old retired 
running back. Barber had set out 
to prove the world wrong, to hit his 
peak late, but the world wouldn’t 
even give him the chance. As much 
as he wanted to insist otherwise, 
he was done.

e know, of course, that 
some of our favorite 
things peak late—think 

cheese and wine. Ripeness can even 
be a matter of personal opinion; 
Chang pointed to me out that 
“what’s rotten in one culture 

is ripe in another.” Fermented 
shark, in Iceland, and &sh sauce, in 
Vietnam, are considered delicacies; 
many Americans wouldn’t deign to 
compost them.

Balsamic vinegar is Chang’s 
favorite example of this sort of 
thing. “It’s gotta be a mistake,” he 
says, laughing. “There are these 
grapes raised near Modena that 
are shit, and the growers ended 
up turning a cask of bad wine into 
vinegar. Now they’re driving around 
in Lamborghinis and laughing their 
asses o".” 

But if there’s a story we love 
more than the one about the 
unlikely late bloomer (or the one 
about the young prodigy who 
burns out too soon), it’s the one 
that contains them both: the 
comeback. The comeback gives 
us hope that our own sweet spots, 
even if they went by too fast, might 
turn up again. 

“People need to believe in 
outliers and anomalies—they 
provide the legends and the stories,” 
Chang says. When our heroes &ght 
the ravages of time, the crowds go 
bonkers. In %**), forty-&ve-year-
old George Foreman looked more 
like a spokesman for an all-you-
can-eat bu"et than a contending 
prize&ghter, but he still lasted ten 
rounds to knock out twenty-six-
year-old Michael Moorer, becoming 
not only the oldest heavyweight 
champion in boxing history, but a 
hero to all those who reject their 
own aging and death. (In other 
words, to pretty much everyone.) 

At the %**% U.S. Open, Jimmy 
Connors provided a more theatrical 
version of this sort of rebirth. On 
September #, Connors’s thirty-ninth 
birthday, he was working on an 
upset against the higher-ranked 
and &fteen-years-younger Aaron 

Krickstein. Connors knew it was 
his last lap, and he made himself 
into a spectacle to celebrate it, a 

sti"-elbowed, hair-tousled, verbally 
abusive, unstoppable old man. 

“Kiss me before you do 
anything! Just kiss me!” he 
demanded of chair ump David 
Little&eld, a man he had only 
moments earlier called a bum. The 
New York crowd was with him all 
the way, even in the &fth and &nal 
set when he changed tacks again and 
called Little&eld “an abortion.” By 
then Connors was in a state. He beat 
Krickstein, but eventually lost in the 
quarter&nals to a younger, stronger, 
less !appable Jim Courier. It didn’t 
matter; his career had been full of 
bigger wins (by %*+(, he’d won the 
U.S. Open outright &ve times), but 
Connors will be remembered and 
loved for %**%. We’d counted him 
out, done the retiring for him, and 
then we got to see him rewrite the 
story on his own terms. 

The cultural narratives for 
most creative professionals—chefs, 

actors, pop stars (especially pop 
stars)—are much less forgiving. We 
love a sports comeback, because 

the scale of the achievement can be 
easily measured. But we rarely have 
the patience for artistic reinvention. 
From sports we expect performance, 
which Lundstam, the Red Bull 
technician, has sorted out as largely 
a matter of engineering. From chefs 
or singers, on the other hand, we 
want something novel, but not too 
novel—or something consistent, 
but not too consistent. The artist’s 
path, as a result, is a tangled mess 
of expectations and recriminations. 
We punish them when they get 
stale, and we whine when they try 
too hard to be fresh. 

This damned-if-you-whatever 
dynamic can be paralyzing, which is 
maybe why so many of those mid-
career writers end up writing about 
failure. Frederick Exley’s A Fan’s 
Notes is a semi-autobiographical 
masterpiece about being a mess. In 
his Frank Bascombe trilogy, Richard 
Ford walks us through another 

In 1994, forty-five-year-old George 
Foreman looked more like a spokesman 

for an all-you-can-eat buffet than a 
contending prizefighter, but he still 

lasted ten rounds to knock out twenty-
six-year-old Michael Moorer
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pulled-from-real-life creative 
breakdown: “Sometimes I would go 
upstairs, sit down, and not have any 

idea of what I was there for, or what 
it was I meant to write about, and 
had simply forgotten everything. 
My mind would wander,” his 
narrator says. “A year somehow 
managed to go by. Then I simply 
stopped writing.”

Chefs, however, don’t have the 
postmodernist writer’s bene!t of 
being able to cook about not being 
able to cook anymore.

ras is still planning his 
own comeback. It’s going 
to be something big, but 

he won’t say what. He’s older, and 
the speed of his emotions—as he 
puts it—has slowed, but he thinks 
he can still achieve big things. 

“The intensity will not be the 
same. But the outcome can be 
better,” he says. 

The fact is, Paris "##$ is 
gone, and it’s never coming back. 
Gras knows this; he’s not trying to 
recapture the past. But if the work 
he did as a young man is lost for 
good, that doesn’t mean he hasn’t 

gained new strengths along the way. 
As Paul Simon, who’s still releasing 
records at the dawn of his eighth 

decade, put it in the liner notes to 
his latest album: “The trick, as I 
know it, is to care like hell and not 
give a damn at the same time.” 

One of Chang’s favorite 
one-liners when a reporter asks 
him for a recipe is “It’s just meat, 
broth, and a bunch of don’t-
fucking-worry-about-it.” Maybe 
we shouldn’t worry too much 
about our own sweet spots, either. 
Regardless of where we currently 
lie on our respective timelines, the 
choice is the same: you can howl 
at the moon over the years that 
have come and gone, you can be 
a tomato and shrivel up and die, 
or you can move on, buoyed by 
the knowledge that your best work 
lives on without you, and there’s 
still so much more to do. 

nd what about those 
tomatoes? Every scienti!c 
attempt to prolong their 

ripeness has failed, or mostly failed. 
Jocelyn Rose, director of the Institute 
for Biotechnology and Life Science 

Technologies at Cornell University, 
reminded me of the infamous Flavr 
Savr, arguably the !rst genetically 
engineered crop sold in America. 
The Flavr Savr suppressed a speci!c 
enzyme, polygalacturonase, which 
plays a key role in dissolving the 
pectin that supports the tomato’s 
cell walls. The idea was that if you 
turned o% polygalacturonase, you 
could stop the fruit from going 
mushy. Great plan, in theory; in 
reality, the fruit still passed straight 
through ripeness and into decay. 
Turns out that messing with one 
genomic switch didn’t accomplish 
all that much. “We haven’t solved 
anything,” Rose says. “The picture 
has just become a lot more 
complicated.”

 But scientists don’t give up 
so easily. Rose and his peers have 
turned to genomic sequencing to 
better understand—and control—
the ripeness riddle. And from 
what I heard, we can expect the 
tomatoes of the future to be a 
manmade miracle. Once ripe, 
they’ll be programmed to drop 
themselves from their vines into 
miniature auto-piloted speedboats 
docked under each plant in the 
vast hydroponic ponds of central 
Florida. The fruit will then be 
cryogenically frozen to absolute 
zero, sealed into individual 
pouches, and !nally reattached to 
bionic vines on bamboo trellises 
in heated arboretums inside your 
local grocery store. You’ll pick 
them yourself as some guy plays 
“Redemption Song” on a ukelele. 
Then you’ll walk back outside into 
February, perfection assured. �

This damned-if-you-whatever dynamic 
can be paralyzing, which is maybe why 
so many of those mid-career writers 
end up writing about failure. 

A friend turned me on to Celeste Byers a 
while back, and I’ve been obssessed ever 
since. Her work is by turns provocative 
and hilarious, engaging and beauti-
ful. When Chang proposed the esoteric 

and impossible theme of the Sweet Spot for this issue, 
the one concrete idea that occurred to me was that we 
should publish a terrifying picture I’d seen on Celeste’s 
website of a diseased banana inserting itself into an 
overripe papaya. 

I asked Celeste if she’d do more pieces in the same 
vein, and she assented. I think the resulting draw-
ings ri% on ripeness and sexuality, and mess with our 
notions of food in a really twisted and wonderful way. 

But who cares what I think? In Celeste’s own words: 

I started this series by juxtaposing plants with 
human diseases and disorders. The carrot piece was 
in!uenced by albinism and the banana piece was 
STD inspired. I used gouache, graphite, and ink 
for the series and threw in wings cut o" a grasshop-
per I found while sweeping my patio. I also put in 
small hairs that I found who knows where. I’ve 
come to think of the series as glori#ed cartoons, 
detailed one-liners that are still cool to look at once 
the joke is over. 

Celeste’s artist statement follows on the next page. Find 
her online at celestebyers.com.   —CHRIS YING
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